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What is THIS podcast all about?

Started by Sam Katman, a 2D singer-songwriter cat on the 
Cardano Blockchain, The Wake and Stake cardano podcast 
is a short form audio podcast (15 min or so) focused on 
getting to know the people behind the stake pools and 
what they’re about.  

It’s designed to give a potential delegator a little insight 
before diving deeper into a particular pool, while also 
educating a potential newbie to cardano.  

@samkatman

Why??
The current tension between multi-pool owners/ispos and 
independent single pool operators continues to get 
stronger.  

This is an effort to shine a light on independent stake pool 
operators and to promote spreading your ada to more than 
One pool,   

If my cnft and token projects get some attention along the 
way, that’s also a plus.  



DISTRIBUTION
I will release through anchor.fm, a podcast distribution 
company (Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts, Spotify, Sticher, 
Overcast, and Radio Public),  

I will also release via YouTube in a visualized audio file.  

Release strategy
I will pair the release of each episode with a limited edition 
CNFT series over two weeks.  

1st week:  The podcast is released with a retweet contest 
to win 25 million KATCOIN, a new memecoin I have minted and 
will release. The featured stakepool is also welcome to 
add any bonus rewards, but no pressure.  

2nd week: The limited edition cnft series for that episode 
will be released with its own retweet contest for 
another 25 million katcoin and featured stake pool bonuses 
(again, no pressure).    

All sales and future royalty payments of each cnft 
series will go to a wallet staked with the featured 
pool.  

http://anchor.fm
http://anchor.fm


THE paired CNFT series 
Each episode’s paired will have a max of 20 cnfts to 
purchase (12-14 ADA each).  There will be 19 unique variations 
of the katcoin logo, the audio of the episode, and 1 full body 
custom sam katman featuring the featured stake pool’s logo 
on a hoodie - super rare ;).   

All buyers will be rewarded with 10 million katcoin each 
(after sold out) and the person who pulls the full body sam 
katman will get 100 million katcoin and hopefully some 
reward from the featured stake pool (optional).  

Some of the ada earned in the series will be used to pay for 
transaction fees and potentially some future podcast promo 

Examples 



Contact  

Single stake pool operators of all varieties, please get in 
touch if you want to be part of this podcast.     

   Twitter: @samkatman 

   Email: Samkatmanmusicatgmaildotcom 

THANK 
YOU!!!!!!


